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Objectives 
Hemispherical photography is used to characterize the structure of canopies and measure the gap 
fraction directional variation to retrieve variables such as the leaf area index (LAI), the fAPAR 
{Jonckheere, 2004 #3541};{Weiss, 2004 #2872}. Optical systems are not perfect and at least two 
main characteristics are required: 

• The coordinates of the optical centre 
• The projection function 

Because in some situations the focal length may be manipulated by acting on the zoom system, the 
projection function must be also known for each focal length used. 
This short paper presents a simple method to characterize these features. 

Definition of the system 
An image can be defined by (Figure 1)  

• The number of pixels in the horizontal direction (Xsize) 
• The number of pixels in the vertical direction (Ysize) 
• The coordinates of the optical centre [XO, YO] 
• The projection function, P, i.e. the function θ=P(R) that relates the view angle θ (relative to 

optical axis) to the distance to the optical centre R. 
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Figure 1. Definition of the coordinates of the image. 
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Characterization of the optical centre 
The optical centre is defined by the projection of the optical axis onto the CCD matrix where the 
image is recorded. This point should therefore be invariant by rotation of the system along this optical 
axis. A simple method to get the optical centre consists to observe the coordinates of a point when it 
rotates along this axis. This could be achieved by drilling a small hole in the cap of the fish-eye, and 
to take photographs for a series of positions. This is illustrated by Figure 2. It is possible to use 
several holes to check the consistency of the estimation of the optical centre Figure 3. 

 
Figure 2. Illustration of the holes drilled in the fish-eye cap. The red arrow indicates the rotation of the 
cap. 
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Figure 3. A series of images taken for several positions of the fish-eye cap. In this case, three holes 
were considered. 

The rotation positions must be if possible as symmetric as possible in order to minimize possible 
biases in the estimation of the optical centre. Once the photos are taken (10 to 20 positions are 
enough), the coordinates are extracted through an image processing software (e.g. Paintshop). They 
are set in a matlab code (hemis_centre.m) that will compute automatically the coordinates of the 
actual optical center. Hemis_centre.m requires the sub-programme cost_centre.m that is also given in 
the following. 



% Hemis_centre.m Computation of the optical centre of hemispherical cameras 
% Fred 04/05/2004 
 
close all 
x_size=2272; % number of pixels in the x dimension 
y_size=1704; % number of pixels in the y dimension 
XY=[1286 836  1494 842  1616 814 % these are the coordinates 5x1 y1 x2 y2 x3 y3] for 3 holes 
1265 802  1465 742  1572 678 
1234 774  1404 654  1485 560 
1172 755  1259 567  1281 445 
1099 774  1066 569  1016 454 
1049 830  911 675   808 604 
1047 934  838 936   718 966 
1123 1005 983 1161  925 1270 
1203 1007 1181 1215 1198 1338 
1272 958  1385 1132 1475 1217 
1294 870  1494 929  1618 934]; 
XY(:,[2 4 6])=y_size-XY(:,[2 4 6]); % changing the origine to the upper corner 
plot([x_size/2 x_size/2],[0 y_size],'k-') 
hold on 
plot([0 x_size],[y_size/2 y_size/2],'k-') 
for i=1:size(XY,2)/2 
 xy=XY(:,(i-1)*2+1:2*i); 
 P(1)=mean(xy(:,1)); % initializing the coordinates 
 P(2)=mean(xy(:,2)); 
 P(3)=mean((xy(:,1)-P(1)).^2+(xy(:,2)-P(2)).^2); % this is the radius of the circle 
 coef(i,:)=fminsearch('cost_centre',P,[],xy); % computation of the coordinates and radius 
 plot(xy(:,1),xy(:,2),'o') % plot the actual points 
 R=sqrt(coef(i,3)); % plot the adjusted circle 
 Theta=[0:360]*pi/180; 
 X=R.*sin(Theta)+coef(i,1); 
 Y=abs(R.*cos(Theta)-coef(i,2)); 
 plot(X,Y) 
 axis('image') 
 plot(coef(i,1),coef(i,2),'r+') % plot the adjusted optical center 
end 
text(100,200,['resolution image = [',num2str(x_size),',',num2str(y_size),']']) 
text(100,100,['centre  optique   = [',num2str(round(mean(coef(1:3,1)))),',',num2str(round(mean(coef(1:3,2)))),']']) 
title('CAMERA NIKON Coolpix 4500 n°4553621 INRA ''Agric. Precis.'', 04/05/2004') 
set(gca,'XTickLabel',[],'XTickLabelMode','manual','XTickMode','manual',... 
    'YTickLabel',[],'YTickLabelMode','manual','YTickMode','manual') 
print optic_Center -dmeta 
 
function J=cost_centre(P,xy) 
% function used in the optimization process to adjust the radius and the coordinates of the optical centre 
% Fred 04/05/2004 
 
J=sum(abs((xy(:,1)-P(1)).^2+(xy(:,2)-P(2)).^2-P(3))); 



Figure 4 shows an example of optical centre adjustment in the case where three holes were considered. 
Results show very consistent estimates of the coordinates of the optical centre that is known with accuracy 
better than one pixel. Note that it is possible also to locate the optical centre by considering the extreme limit of 
the image circle. However, because this limit is genrally fuzzy, the results are less accurate than with the 
previous procedure. 

CAMERA NIKON Coolpix 4500 n°4553621 INRA 'Agric. Precis.', 04/05/2004

resolution image = [2272,1704]

centre  optique   = [1166,820]

 
Figure 4. Example of an output of the matlab code ‘hemis_centre.m’ showing the adjustment of the 
circles to the holes positions in the case of three holes. The actual optical centre is shown by the red 
crosses and the mean coordinates are indicated in the lower left corner. 

Characterization of the projection function 
The following experimental design was used (Figure 5). It consists in a frame of 50*50cm 1.5cm thick 
from which a 30*30cm square was excavated from the middle of one of the side. The three sides of 
this gap were equipped with 30cm long rulers. The camera is set horizontally as well as the 
experimental design. The camera is aligned along the main axis of the design using the front nail and 
background line. Hemispherical photographs are taken at two distances (H and H’=H+∆) from the 
centre of the design and along the optical axis. For a given direction θ identified by its coordinates on 
the image, the corresponding values x and x’ are measured (in cm) on the perpendicular ruler for the 
two distances of the camera H and H’. It is then possible to compute the actual distance H if ∆ is 
known. The quantity ∆ can be easily measured by looking at a direction on the lateral ruler for 
distance H, reading the corresponding value h in cm. Then for the distance H+∆  , the same point in 
the image corresponds to a value h’ on the lateral ruler. It comes simply that ∆ = h’-h.  
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Once the distance H is known, the calibration of the projection function can be achieved if the 
coordinates on the image are associated to the actual distance read on the rulers. The coordinates 
have to be read on the line passing through the optical axis, for the three rulers. This can be achieved 
for each cm tick. The following equations are used to derive the angle from the values read on each 
ruler: 

• For the perpendicular ruler: )/arctan( Hxx =θ  

• For the lateral rulers : ))/(arctan( yHWy −=θ  
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Figure 5. Schema of the experimental design used.  
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Figure 6. Example of an image of the experimental design taken with the hemispherical camera and 
used for the calibration of the projection function. The horizontal doted yellow line corresponds to the 
diameter of the image passing through the optical centre (defined by its coordinates as measured 
previously). The camera is aligned thanks to the front nail and background line. 

A dedicated matlab code ‘calib_project.m’ was developed to display the results. 
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% calib_project.m 
% calibration of the projection function associated to an optical system 
% Fred 8/05/2004 
 
Opt_centre_p=[1166 820]; % coordinates of the optical centre in pixels in the image 
% all the coordinates must be read on the diameter y=820 
 
%------------- Computation of the distance H ------------------------------ 
Opt_centre_cm=[14.9 
    15.3]; % readings on the perpandicular ruler of the optical centre for the 2 distances 
h=[9.5 
    22.5]; % readings on the left lateral ruler for a fixed direction for the 2 distances 
xl=[8.4 
    0]; % readings on the perpandicular ruler for a fixed direction on the left for the 2 distances 
xr=[21.1 
    30]; % readings on the perpandicular ruler for a fixed direction on the right for the 2 distances 
% computation of the distance H  
Hl=(h(2)-h(1)).*(xl(1)-Opt_centre_cm(1))/((xl(2)-Opt_centre_cm(2))-(xl(1)-Opt_centre_cm(1))); 
Hr=(h(2)-h(1)).*(xr(1)-Opt_centre_cm(1))/((xr(2)-Opt_centre_cm(2))-(xr(1)-Opt_centre_cm(1))); 
H=mean([Hl Hr]); % distance H 
 
%------------- readings of the cm ticks ------------------------------ 
% readings of the position of the cm ticks [cm pixel] on the left lateral ruler 
ruler_left=[0 639 
1 614 
2 587 
3 559 
4 530 
5 498 
6 465 
7 433 
8 399];  
 
% readings of the position of the cm ticks [cm pixel] on the right lateral ruler 
ruler_right=[0 1695 
1 1722 
2 1748 
3 1775 
4 1804 
5 1836 
6 1866 
7 1897 
8 1929];  
 
% readings of the position of the cm ticks [cm pixel] on the perpandicular ruler 
ruler_perp=[0 638 
2 672 
3 691 
4 714 
5 739 
6 766 
7 797 
8 832 
9 870 
10 913 
11 958 
12 1007 
13 1060 
14 1115 
15 1171 
16 1226 
17 1280 
18 1333 



19 1382 
20 1428 
21 1468 
22 1507 
23 1541 
24 1571 
25 1598 
26 1623 
27 1643 
28 1663 
30 1695]; 
 
%------------- computing the projection function ------------------------------ 
ruler_left(:,1)=atan(Opt_centre_cm(1)./(H-ruler_left(:,1)))*180/pi; % angle for left ruler 
ruler_left(:,2)=abs(ruler_left(:,2)-Opt_centre_p(1)); % corresponding radius for left ruler 
ruler_right(:,1)=atan(Opt_centre_cm(1)./(H-ruler_right(:,1)))*180/pi; % angle for right ruler 
ruler_right(:,2)=abs(ruler_right(:,2)-Opt_centre_p(1)); % corresponding radius for right ruler 
ruler_perp(:,1)=atan(abs(Opt_centre_cm(1)-ruler_perp(:,1))./H)*180/pi; % angle for left ruler 
ruler_perp(:,2)=abs(ruler_perp(:,2)-Opt_centre_p(1)); % corresponding radius for left ruler 
 
ruler=cat(1,ruler_left,ruler_right,ruler_perp); % merge the files 
plot(ruler(:,2),ruler(:,1),'o') 
xlabel('radius (pixels)') 
ylabel('angle (°)') 
hold on 
slope=ruler(:,2)\ruler(:,1); 
rmse=rsquare(ruler(:,1),ruler(:,2).*slope) 
plot(ruler(:,2),ruler(:,2).*slope) 
text(100,80,['R²=',num2str(rmse(1)),' ;  rmse=',num2str(rmse(2)),'(°)']) 
text(100,75,['angle= ',num2str(slope),' . radius']) 
text(100,70,['focal length= 8mm x 0.21 = 1.68 mm']) 
title('CAMERA NIKON Coolpix 4500 n°4553621 INRA ''Agric. Precis.'', 08/05/2004') 
 
print calib_project –dmeta 
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Figure 7. Illustration of the projection function as calibrated for one fish-eye system. 

Effect of the zoom 
In many circumstances, it is difficult to exploit the areas of the photos corresponding to the largest 
zenith angles for which the spatial resolution is not good enough. It is therefore recommended to 
zoom slightly with the fish-eye mounted, to get a better resolution on the area of the image that is 
exploitable. However, to be able to exploit these photographs, the projection function must be known. 
In the following, the projection function will be calibrated for a series of zoom positions, and it will be 
related to the corresponding focal length. 
The application of the following principles to the series of zoom positions shows that the projection 
function is always very linear (Figure 8). The slope (°/pixel) depends obviously strongly on the focal 
length (mm) according to the following equation (Figure 9): 

Slope = 0.8627 / Focal 
Note that the focal length used here does not account for the conversion factor (0.21). This equation 
agrees well with the optical theory of lens. 
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Figure 8. The projection functions as calibrated for a series of zoom positions. 
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Figure 9. Relationship between the slope of the projection function (°/pixel) and the focal length (mm). 
Note that the focal length used is that of the camera without multiplying by the conversion factor of the 
fish-eye (0.21). 



Conclusion 
This study shows that the method developed for the calibration of the optical systems is quite efficient 
and yield accurate characterization. The accuracy on the optical centre is better than the pixel and 
that of the projection function better than half a degree.  
The optical centre shows a location significantly different from the centre of the image. In this case it 
is shifted by more than 30 pixels. The position of the optical centre might be very camera dependent. 
It is therefore mandatory to correct hemispherical photographs from this effect before any processing 
involving any angular measurements.  
The projection function appears very consistent with the theoretical polar projection, in good 
agreement with Nikon specifications. The position of the zoom does not alter the nature of the 
projection, keeping it very linear between the angle (°) and the radius (pixels). The slope of the linear 
relationship depends on the focal length through a hyperbolic equation: Slope = α / Focal, where α was 
evaluated to be 0.8627 for the system tested here. The projection function and its dependency on the 
focal length should depend mainly on the optical lens used, and not too much on the camera itself, 
although this should be tested. 
In order to improve the spatial resolution, it is advised to set up the zoom to get a focal length of 
11mm (for Nikon coolpix systems with optical centre perfectly centred) that allows to have the ±90° 
range along the largest dimension of the image and ±67.5° along the smallest dimension. The focal 
length is recorded as ancillary information when a photo is taken.  
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